In this paper we report on the context and evaluation of a system for an automatic interpretation of sightings of individual western lowland gorillas (Gorilla gorilla gorilla) as captured in facial field photography in the wild. This effort aligns with a growing need for effective and integrated monitoring approaches for assessing the status of biodiversity at high spatio-temporal scales. Manual field photography and the utilisation of autonomous camera traps have already transformed the way ecological surveys are conducted. In principle, many environments can now be monitored continuously, and with a higher spatio-temporal resolution than ever before. Yet, the manual effort required to process photographic data to derive relevant information delimits any large scale application of this methodology.
Abstract
In this paper we report on the context and evaluation of a system for an automatic interpretation of sightings of individual western lowland gorillas (Gorilla gorilla gorilla) as captured in facial field photography in the wild. This effort aligns with a growing need for effective and integrated monitoring approaches for assessing the status of biodiversity at high spatio-temporal scales. Manual field photography and the utilisation of autonomous camera traps have already transformed the way ecological surveys are conducted. In principle, many environments can now be monitored continuously, and with a higher spatio-temporal resolution than ever before. Yet, the manual effort required to process photographic data to derive relevant information delimits any large scale application of this methodology.
The described system applies existing computer vision techniques including deep convolutional neural networks to cover the tasks of detection and localisation, as well as individual identification of gorillas in a practically relevant setup. We evaluate the approach on a relatively large and challenging data corpus of 12,765 field images of 147 individual gorillas with image-level labels (i.e. missing bounding boxes) photographed at Mbeli Bai at the Nouabal-Ndoki National Park, Republic of Congo. Results indicate a facial detection rate of 90.8% AP and an individual identification accuracy for ranking within the Top 5 set of 80.3%. We conclude that, whilst keeping the human in the loop is critical, this result is practically relevant as it exemplifies model transferability and has the potential to assist manual identification efforts. We argue further that there is significant need towards integrating computer vision deeper into ecological sampling methodologies and field practice to move the discipline forward and open up new research horizons. Visual data acquisition in the field often captures sufficient information to establish encounters with individual gorillas. However, relevant information is locked within the pixel patterns measured, usually requiring expert knowledge and time-consuming efforts for identification. Computer vision can help to extract gorilla identities by performing automated species detection, followed by individual facial identification. We show that standard deep learning models combined with a traditional SVM classifier can be used for this task. To assist encounter processing, predictions can be presented graphically with known population information as shown.
Introduction
Current ecological information concerning global change points towards an evolving and severe biodiversity crisis [81] . In order to evaluate the effectiveness of conservation interventions accurate monitoring tools are needed for assessing the status of animal populations, species or entire ecological communities at sufficiently high spatio-temporal resolution. The utilisation and interpretation of field photography and inexpensive autonomous cameras [55, 65] can often provide detailed information about species presence, abundance or population dynamics.
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Agatha Figure 2 . Overview of Computational Identification Pipeline. Given field imagery, face detection is performed using a fine-tuned YOLO model [60] resulting in a sequence of candidate regions of interest within each image. Each candidate region is then processed up to the pool5 layer of the BVLC AlexNet Model [28] for feature extraction. Finally, a linear SVM [11] trained on facial reference images of the gorilla population at hand performs classification of the extracted features to yield a ranked list of individual identification proposals.
In fact, these new methodologies have been transforming the way ecological surveys are conducted [36] . In addition, once images are interpreted, statistical tools [25] applied to visual sighting data can be used to estimate abundance in a study area. However, the manual effort required to conduct such studies currently limits their application [12] . The processing of the number of images or footage collected with even only a few devices quickly exceeds any capacity available. Thus, at least partly automated strategies to assist the image interpretation process are required (see Fig. 2 ). However, such systems are still not well integrated into daily monitoring practices. As a consequence, keeping biodiversity assessments up-to-date in a near-to-real time manner analogous to the remote sensing of landcover change is currently not possible, although much needed. The aim of this paper is to briefly discuss the status and limitations of field monitoring particularly within the context of great apes, and to motivate computerized visual processing. Based on that reflection, we describe a facial identification system tested on wild western lowland gorillas. We evaluate the system composed of both deep learning-based and tradition machine learning components (see Fig. 2 ) and trained towards the task of automatic interpretation of individual gorilla sightings as captured in facial field photography in the wild.
Paper Structure. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: first, Section 2 will review the current state-of-the-art in ecological field monitoring and its limitations particularly with regard to great ape research. Then, Section 3 will briefly discuss relevant related work from the literature for identification and detection tasks. This will be expanded into a detailed review of the most related prior work on chimpanzee facial identification in Section 4. Section 5 will then introduce the acquisition scenario and data used for the case study on gorillas. Based on this, Section 6 will discuss in detail the computational models used, whereas Section 7 will report on results. Finally, Section 8 will draw conclusions and argue that there is significant further gain to be had in fully integrating computational vision into ecological sampling methodologies, evolving visual species and population models, as well as adjusting actual day-to-day field practice.
Monitoring in Ecology Today
Motivation and Task. A key element for any ecological or conservation-related work is precise information about species distribution, density and abundance. For instance, ecologists may be interested in species interactions for which they need to know how the density of one species influences the occurrence of another. Or, wildlife managers, conservation researchers, and biodiversity policy makers want to understand whether the protective interventions they have implemented influence species abundance in a positive way or not [54] . All of this urgently requires effective monitoring techniques that provide accurate empirical data from which informed conservation decisions can be made at appropriate spatial and temporal scales and in a timely manner [54] . Due to chronic limitations in financial and human capacity [27, 49] , such methods should ideally be inexpensive, logistically feasible, and easily applicable.
Current Survey Methodologies. Over the last decades a broad spectrum of survey methods has been developed, many of them based on human observers. The most wellknown techniques include plot sampling [35] , terrestrial or aerial strip transect [35] , line and point transect distance sampling [8] or capture-mark-recapture methods [1] . The developments of theoretical foundations, field applications and statistical procedures for data analysis have produced robust estimation methods, which have found very wide application across numerous animal taxa, ecosystems and regions. More recently genetic survey methods, mainly based on capture-mark-recapture techniques have extended the portfolio of available methods [2, 66] .
The advent of digital audio-visual sensors has opened up new ways for species monitoring, in particular regarding the temporal resolution with which biodiversity information can be collected. Analogous to the near-real-time acquisition of satellite based remote sensing data, digital audio-visual sensors allow theoretically the continuous assessment of the status of biodiversity in an area. However, this is currently prevented by the methodological gap between data acquisition and processing, which prohibits both applications across large scales and provisioning of information in near real-time to the user. Successful attempts to address this methodological gap include for instance the inclusion of citizen scientists into data processing, which can speed up the processing of camera trap images and footage considerably [74] .
Monitoring of Great Apes. The monitoring of critically endangered African great apes is particularly challenging and complex due to their remote and inaccessible locations (see Fig. 3 ), their elusive nature, and the spatio-temporal variability of their density [35] .
The most commonly applied procedure is the counting of ape sleeping nests along line transects [52, 73, 78] . As it requires highly variable parameters, such as the rate of nest production and decay, when converting ape nest density into individual ape density, it frequently only provides imprecise or even biased estimates [37, 40, 50, 83] . More recently, promising results have been obtained by non-invasive genetic mark-recapture studies, demonstrating exceedingly precise estimates compared to traditional survey methods, [2, 66, 20] , unambiguous differentiation between species [2] , and no observer or site-specific biases [2, 20] . However, such studies require high levels of expertise and may thus prove infeasible or prohibitively expensive [35, 20] .
Great Ape Surveys using Visual Capture. A more widely accessible and long-term economical alternative is the rigorous application of visual data acquisition, particularly remote camera trapping in combination with distance sampling [25] or capture-recapture models [35, 58, 67] . Remote camera trapping can effectively record all apes in a given region [35] . It effectively bypasses common sources of error in traditional survey methods [35, 58, 23] and is not restricted to a singular species nor research question.
It has great potential to provide unique and valuable data on the impacts of conservation threats [71] , sociodemographics [23] , behavioural plasticity [32, 55, 3] , disease mapping and screening [9] , species interactions [23] , habitat use [53, 24] , feeding ecology [24, 51, 59] , activity patterns [32, 55] , and ranging patterns [48] .
However, camera trap methodologies have only been used sporadically in population assessments of great apes due to the difficulty of consistent individual identification and prohibitive costs and man-power requirements of largescale data processing [35] .
Recent progress in the emerging field of animal biometrics [36] , in particular in ape facial recognition [47, 12, 46, 16] promises to overcome some of these obstacles and make broad-scale, real-world applications a realistic prospect.
Automated Detection and Identification
Over the past years, computer vision researchers have developed a multitude of algorithms and techniques applicable to the automated interpretation of field imagery in general, and facial gorilla recognition in particular. The following review section briefly introduces some milestone concepts and most recent approaches directly relevant to the task at hand.
Deep Neural Architectures for Object Detection. An early implementation of object detection using deep learning is Region-based CNN (R-CNN) [18] , improving previous sliding window-based approaches by a large margin. R-CNN employs an unsupervised method to generate proposals for regions of interest. These proposals are processed by a CNN for feature extraction. Support Vector Machines (SVM), one for each class, are used to score the extracted features 1 . A threshold is applied to the SVM outputs to extract detections from the large number of proposed regions.
For facial detection we build on the YOLO [60] framework instead, another deep learning-based object detector that is trained using an end-to-end approach. It produces all detections in a single pass (hence the name "You Only Look Once") and requires only minimal post-processing. The output encoding separates detection and classification completely, leading to robust detections even on possibly unknown classes.
There are numerous alternatives to YOLO, including Single-Shot Detection (SSD) [42] , a state-of-the-art approach that uses only a single pass per image similar to YOLO, delivering the detections using a more complex output encoding. It can be more accurate than YOLO as a result of a series of improvements, including assumptions about the aspect ratio distribution of bounding boxes as well as predictions on different scales.
A number of improvements for YOLO are released as YOLOv2 [61] including aspect ratio priors for bounding boxes, more fine-grained feature maps using pass-through layers to increase resolution and making the network aware of multiple scales by resizing it during training. This is possible because the network only contains convolutional and pooling layers -similar to how fully convolutional networks [44] exploit this restriction to segment arbitrary image sizes.
In our work we use YOLO because the implementation extends previous work based on YOLO [16] .
Fine-grained Recognition. The distinction of finegrained categories has been studied deeply in the past [4, 19, 15, 86, 64] where applications range from fashion style recognition [30] or cars [33] to more biodiversity-driven scenarios like recognition of flowers [38] , birds [82, 80] , dogs [29] or moths [63] . One of the most recent and promising developments is the guidance of attention to identify meaningful parts of objects [43, 68] refined by advanced pooling approaches [41, 69] .
In contrast to purely fine-grained category recognition, we are interested in the identification of individual animals [16, 26] (or instances) of a single species (or category) rather than highly similar categories. Whilst animal biometrics [36] may operate on a wide variety of entities to achieve identification, our technical focus of the review will be solely on techniques applicable to facial identification.
Facial Identification of Humans. Facial identification of individual humans is a fundamental and traditional application in computer vision. One of the earliest approaches is based on Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and related projections as proposed by Turk and Pentland in 1991 [77] . This 'Eigenface' technique forms a base method and has often been extended and adjusted, e.g. by He et al. using more advanced projection techniques [22] .
Various other approaches were developed during the last 15 years [84, 85, 70] until recently the usage of end-toend learning via deep neural architectures provided new, so far unseen performance levels. As one of the initial works, Deepface proposed by Taigman et al. [75] uses 4M face images to train and establish an identification model. The VGG-faces architecture by Parkhi et al. continued that trend of large sample utilisation employing 2.6M face images for training [56] . While these advanced approaches show promising results in human facial identification, they are not necessarily transferable to great apes, where general models were shown to work more reliably [16] .
Facial Identification of Chimpanzees. Loos et al. [45, 46] proposed the first pipeline for identification of chimpanzees. Only images showing near-frontal chimpanzee faces serve as suitable input to the technique to guarantee feature comparability. Initially, an affine transformation is applied using facial keypoints. After cropping and scaling the aligned and normalised facial region, the resulting image is described by extended Local Ternary Patterns [76] extracted on spatially divided Gabor magnitude maps. The dimensionality of the obtained features is then reduced by locality preserving projections [21] . Finally, individual classification is performed using a sparse representation [85] .
Another system for chimpanzee identification, including attribute estimation for gender and age, was proposed by Freytag et al. [16] . Since this system serves as the base template for our gorilla identification approach it is now reviewed in detail.
Deep Facial Chimpanzee Identification
In [16] , Freytag et al. present a system, which significantly outperforms previous results in chimpanzee identification. Instead of using hand-crafted features, they identify individual chimpanzees by utilizing deep-learned image representations. The paper investigates the efficacy of different CNN architectures (in particular BVLC AlexNet [34] and VGGfaces [56] ) as well as parameterizations (i.e. finetuning) and reports on the effects on identification performance. Furthermore, various feature processing steps like bilinear pooling [41] , LOGM [79, 10] transformation and normalization are evaluated. The authors show that postprocessed pool5 features obtained from a standard AlexNet classified by a linear SVM outperform a fine-tuned AlexNet as well as an off-the-shelf VGG-faces network.
For their experiments, Freytag et al. prepare an extended version of the chimpanzee dataset by Loos and Ernst [46] , covering 24 individuals on 2109 images. The images of this C-Zoo dataset are cropped faces. This is opposed to our scenario of images from the wild where faces first have to be detected and localised. They also evaluate their methods on a second dataset of cropped faces called the C-Tai dataset. It contains 4,377 images of 78 individuals, where the quality difference between images is much larger.
The primary use case for the work of Freytag et al. is identification, where they achieve an accuracy of 92% on the C-Zoo dataset. However, the proposed CNN-and-SVM approach is also used to estimate an individual's gender with a very high accuracy of up to 98%. The supplementary material also investigates age group estimation and age regression using Gaussian processes. By identification in combination with database look-ups, the gender is estimated with an accuracy of 97%, close to the 98% achieved when estimating gender directly and actually higher than the 92% identification accuracy.
Freytag et al. offer their dataset 2 as well as a working implementation of their identification pipeline 3 on GitHub. The package contains identification, age and gender estimation components, but also a face detection component. This detector is based on the YOLO detection framework of Redmon et al. [60] . We use this detector and the general system design as a starting point for our work. While the detector was designed for and works reliably on chimpanzees, it has very low recall for gorilla faces. Since our dataset (see Section 5) does not provide labeled faces, our work depends strongly on a reliable face detection system applicable to in-habitat gorilla imagery. We build this detector by annotating a small subset of our dataset with bounding boxes and then fine-tuning the detector supplied by Freytag et al. Before we discuss our system in detail, we describe the image corpus we work on.
Acquisition Scenario and Dataset
Study Site. Mbeli Bai is a large (12.9ha) forest clearing located in the Nouabalé-Ndoki National Park (2 • 15 5 N, 16
• 24 7 E), in the Republic of Congo (see Fig. 3 for a map). The clearing is comprised of waterbodies and swampy soils that support (semi-)aquatic herbaceous vegetation dominated by species in the Cyperaceae, Hydrocharitaceae, and Gramineae families (see [72, 5, 57] for a full description of the study site).
Study Population. The visiting population of western lowland gorillas (Gorilla gorilla gorilla) to Mbeli Bai has been consistently followed in the period between February 1995 and March 2017 and detailed demographic records exist for 482 individuals. The photographic dataset comprises a subset of this population and includes a total of 147 individuals, all observed between 2012 and 2017, representing 12 sex-age classes (34 adults silverbacks (>20yo), 50 adults females (>10yo), 18 young silverbacks (14-18yo), 5 black backs (11-14yo), 5 sub-adult females (7.5-10yo), 7 sub-adult males(7.5-11yo), 4 sub-adults of unknown age class (7.5-10yo), 2 juvenile females (4-7.5yo), 4 juvenile males (4-7.5yo), 5 infant females (0-4yo), 10 infant males (0-4yo), 3 infants of unknown sex-class (0-4yo)). A total of 129 individuals constituted of members of twenty different social groups (mean 6.45 individuals per group, ± 4.6, 1-19, i.e. not all individuals of each group were included in the dataset), and 18 individuals are lone silverbacks.
Observation and Ground Truth Identification Methods.
Gorillas were observed from a viewing platform at the edge of the bai with the use of telescopes (16-48×60) and binoculars (10×25). Individual identification was based on characteristics including the nose print, the colour of pelage and the size and shape of the brow-ridge, the crest, and the ears [57] . During each visit, a minimum of one photograph was taken of every single individual with an EF600mm with EF2x lens extender. A total of 12,765 pictures were selected and annotated with per-image information of a single individual identity, with a mean rate of 86.8 pictures/individual (see Fig. 4 ). The photographs cover a wide variety in lighting conditions, distances to focal object, angles and viewpoints. The risk of inter-observer identification differences was reduced to a minimum by ensuring independent identification by at least two experienced observers at data collection stage (on the platform) as well as at the subsequent stage of annotation.
Computational Methodology
Overview. Our identification pipeline consists of two sequential components (see Fig. 2 ): first, a detector based on the YOLO model [60] detects and locates gorilla faces in images. In a second step, each candidate face region is processed up to the pool5 layer of the BVLC AlexNet Model [28] for feature extraction, before a linear SVM [11] component trained on facial reference images of the gorilla pop-ulation performing classification of the extracted features to yield a ranked list of identification proposals.
Gorilla Face Detector
To construct the detector, we import the architecture and parameters supplied by Freytag et al. as part of the online supplementary material to [16] , originally trained using Darknet 4 , into the CN24 deep learning framework [7] . Whilst this detector operates reliably on images of chimpanzees, there are substantial differences in appearance between chimpanzees and gorillas. As a result, transferability of detection efficacy is poor.
We improve on this shortcoming by fine-tuning. A small subset of 2,500 images from the data corpus is annotated with bounding boxes marking the faces and up to 2,000 of them are subsequently used to optimize the model (500 withheld for validation). The YOLO model is trained using the CN24 [7] framework for 3,500 gradient steps of the Adam optimization algorithm [31] . The resulting detector reliably locates gorilla faces (see Figure 5 ) in images of various lighting conditions, resolutions and aspect ratios. All further processing is done on a per-face basis. Faces are extracted using the detected bounding boxes and resized to uniform dimensions.
Individual Facial Identification
Following the procedure proposed in [16] , we identify individual gorillas by performing feature extraction via a deep architecture before performing classification using a linear SVM [11] . Even with large amounts of data, a linear SVM can be effectively trained.
For feature extraction, we employ the BVLC AlexNet Model [28] . Faces are resized to the appropriate input dimensions (224x224 pixels) and preprocessed, including ImageNet mean image subtraction and channel swapping. By doing this, we avoid retraining a feature extractor and use the reference weights instead. In [16] , the authors show that this generic model trained on ImageNet [13] is superior to a fine-tuned model as well as a face-specific network [56] .
The extracted features are used directly by the linear SVM. We choose to avoid post-processing steps like bilinear pooling [41] and LOGM transform [79, 10] , because the additional computation time does not warrant the insignificant increase in identification accuracy [16] .
Experimental Results
Gorilla Face Detection
Performance results for the gorilla face detector are shown in Figure 5 and Table 1 . In order to quantify the value of annotating additional bounding boxes, we compare different amounts of annotated training images (from none 4 https://github.com/pjreddie/darknet Figure 5 . Gorilla Face Detector Performance. Precision-Recall plot on a validation set of 500 labeled images after training on between 500 and 2000 annotated samples, respectively. The plot also quantifies (poor) transferability of detection efficacy from facial detectors trained on chimpanzees (blue) applied to gorillas. to 2,000) on a separate validation set of 500 images. To assess overall detection performance, we report average precision (AP) as well as precision and recall figures following the method of [14] . The blue curve in Figure 5 and the leftmost column in Table 1 quantify the poor transferability of detection efficacy from facial detectors trained on chimpanzees applied to gorillas without fine-tuning.
Additionally, since our dataset assumes at least one gorilla face per image, we report the percentage of images of the whole dataset where there is no detection, as that may indicate a missed face. Note that there are some instances in the dataset where the individual is facing away from the camera. We also report the percentage of images where there is more than one detection. Not all of those are false positives, since in many images there are multiple individual faces present. A typical situation is an adult with an infant on their back. To provide further insight into failure cases, Figures 6 and 7 show randomly selected cases where no or more than one detection was made. A large 
Individual Gorilla Facial Identification
Results are shown in Table 2 and further details are given in Fig. 8 . For evaluating the individual identification performance of the system, the whole dataset is divided into five random folds for cross validation. Bounding boxes are supplied by the detector as proposed in Section 6.1. Since we can only verify the validity of detections in the 500 annotated validation images, errors reported for identification are cumulative with detector failures.
For each image, the only known identity is the individual used in the single supplied annotation. Usually this applies to the animal the image is focused on. If the detector predicts exactly one bounding box, we can assume that it is the appropriate face. However, for more than one prediction, we have to decide which bounding box is the correct one for the given individual. We propose two heuristics: selecting the face with the highest detection score and selecting the bounding box with the largest area. For each heuristic we report again accuracy, precision and recall at operation on the data corpus. In addition, we report top 5 accuracy in Table 2 , that is where an identification is considered correct as long as the correct individual produced a score amongst the top 5 highest ranking SVM scores. Top N rankings are of practical importance particularly in a semi-automated setting where the system presents the best N matches to the human user. Fig. 8 quantifies this aspect further and details accuracy vs. membership in Top N ranked set.
Discussion and Future Work
Transfer of Design and Models
The results presented exemplify that deep learning pipelines constructed for a biometric entity, species and setup (e.g. chimpanzee identification on bounding box labelled face images [16] ) open up new possibilities to trans- Figure 6 . Example images where more than one individual was detected. Red boxes are cases where subsequent identification failed. Figure 7 . Example images where no detections were made. Individuals may be occluded or facing away from the camera, preventing face detection.
fer both system design and parameterisation parts across to similar species and application scenarios (e.g. gorilla facial identification without bounding box information).
In particular, we showed that 1) fine-tuning of a chimpanzee-trained YOLO model using a small, random sample set from the target domain allows to establish a wellperforming gorilla face detection model (AP = 90.8%), and that 2) a subsequent facial identification using an approach successful in chimpanzees yields useful outputs when trained on gorillas and tested on a large field data corpus (top 5 accuracy at 80.3% for 12k+ images of 147 individuals). Immediate next commissioning steps now include cycles of use and testing by field practitioners via the built graphical tools.
Integration of Active Learning Capabilities
Despite the benefits of system transferability, a key limitation in initialising and maintaining computational animal biometrics systems is the fact that labeling is costly and time consuming (see Section 2), yet traditionally fundamental to injecting new or correcting information into models. Active learning tries to reduce this effort by selecting valuable samples first and thereby better utilise human expert annotation. An incorporation of state-of-the-art active learning frameworks like WALI [39] is therefore considered as immediate future work. A fusion of our presented system with this approach promises a system which can quickly adapt towards novel domains while requiring minimal expert interaction during the initial adaptation phase.
Integration into Monitoring Practice
Building effective detection and identification frameworks are only first steps towards integrating these computational tools into field practitioners day-to-day work. Whilst speeding up the processing of incoming photographic datasets and allowing for quicker identification of encountered individuals may be the main immediate purpose for using visual animal biometric systems, the availability of independent filtering and validation procedures for accuracy, misclassifications and completeness of encounters provides a further tool for building and maintaining socio-demographic datasets. In particular, the integration of spatially-explicit data from camera trap monitoring with capture-recapture or distance sampling approaches via animal biometric systems may provide an opportunity to generate important and conservation-relevant information on population status, trends and socio-ecology for Mbeli Bai as well as in other settings.
New Research Horizons
An integration of automated identification software promises to open up a realm of new applications in longterm biological research such as the Mbeli Bai Study, both as stand-alone tools, as well as in integrated combination with camera trap monitoring regimes.
Basic Identity Maintenance and Update. Automated identification software could assist the manual identification process. Particularly, since group stability of western gorillas is low, individuals transfer between groups regularly, groups are formed or dissolved, and groups or individuals may immigrate in, or emigrate out of the bai population [72, 57, 62] . When unknown individuals appear in the bai, it can be challenging to establish with certainty if they are truly new to the population or if they were already known to prior research teams [5] .
Spatio-Temporal Coverage. Gorillas only spend little of their time in forest clearings [57] , which leads to large gaps in observations and therefore dates of life history milestones. In addition, animal transfers between groups can currently only be estimated with an accuracy that ranges from just a few days up to years [5, 57, 6] . Automatic monitoring with camera traps in the wider geographical area surrounding Mbeli Bai could help to improve the accuracy of the socio-demographic data [23] , and improve our understanding the extent and variation of dispersal patterns and group dynamics [2, 23, 17] .
Socio-Ecological Insights. Automated monitoring from integrated camera trapping could answer research questions that go far beyond the information that is bound by the limitations of static snap-shots in space and time. The long-term data on the demographics and group structure of dozens of known gorilla units from Mbeli Bai could form a unique and novel combination with spatially-explicit capture-recapture data that, when combined, could tackle a myriad of socioecological questions (e.g. ranging patterns, habitat use, seasonal activity patterns, disease screening) as well as population estimates for the wider area, potentially at a park-wide or landscape level [35, 53, 23, 24] .
